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This paper concentrates on selected poems by Seferis and 
Ritsos in which sculptural imagery and references to stones 

are prominent. Both poets frequently use the symbol of the statue 
in their work. This is more obvious in the case of Seferis; 
however, although the importance of the statues has been 
acknowledged by various scholars, there has been no systematic 
attempt to discuss their function or symbolism in his poetry .1 

Ritsos's voluminous work makes it more difficult for a single 
symbol to dominate, but a careful reading shows how important 
the statues and other relics from antiquity become in his work 
after the 1950s. The poems discussed here are not an exhaustive 
list of course, but my aim is to provide, together with some 
detailed close readings, an analysis of the dialogue between 
these two poets and, particularly, Ritsos's response to the way 
ancient Greek tradition is perceived in the work of Seferis. 

Statues are a dominant but also a negative symbol in Seferis' s 
poetry. With the exception of "Epron:Koc; Aoyo~', in which the 
symbol appears for the first time, and the Cyprus collection, 
which marks a radically different approach to statues, what we 
are left with in poems such as Mv0un6p17µa (Mythistorema) and 
"Kiz21]'' are mutilated corpses haunting an already desolate 
landscape, threatening nightmares which persecute the viewers, 
masses of inorganic matter implying attrition and death. This is 
particularly true of Mythistorema and the first part of my paper 
will concentrate on a discussion of the symbol of the statue in 
specific poems of that "book", as Seferis used to call it. 

1 For a detailed discussion of this matter see A. Giannakopoulou, Ancient 
Greek sculpture in Modern Greek poetry (1860-1960) (unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, King's College London, 2000). The Seferis section of 
this paper is an important part of Chapter IV of the thesis. 
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What is different in Mythistorema, compared to the pre
vious poems, is the transition from the individual to the collect
ive sphere. Consequently, the symbolism of the statues, which, 
so far, was more personal and more abstract, now centres on the 
issue of tradition and the modem poet's relation to it. The statues 
are transplanted into a realistic landscape which acquires a 
special dramatic intensity from the recurrent encounters between 
statues and humans.2 

I shall argue that these encounters in fact dramatize the 
modem Greek's confrontation with the past, which no longer 
leads to spontaneous communication, as it did in the case of 
Sikelianos. The wars, and particularly the Asia Minor Disaster, 
put an end to the unconstrained drawing from the well of 
tradition (compare the imagery of Mythistorema 2). The statues 
are no longer perceived as whole or restored, and their fragment
ed condition reflects the nature of actual, modem experience. 
They confirm, and indeed become the symbol of, a lost wholeness, 
the fall from an original unity and totality.3 As such, they 
become a heavy burden for the modem artist intent on de
ciphering their meaning, as part of his attempt to restore the 
troubled relationship with the past. 

Interestingly, though, Mythistorema is more haunted than 
actually peopled with statues. Indeed, the word aya4ta itself 
occurs only three times (5: 16, 20: 9, 21: 2), though other words 
related to sculpture, such as µapµapo (6: 8-9, 15: 21, 23: 3) or 
icoAcova (6: 9), also appear. More pervasive, and indeed more 
suggestive of the adverse effects of war, is a sense of amputation, 
dismemberment or fragmentation conveyed by references to 
statues but seeming to extend also to human beings. The references 
to stones seem to supplement the overriding impression of ruin 
and desolation. As we can see in poem 18, for example, stones 
define a landscape which is dry and arid. In poem 10, this land
scape is described in greater detail: it is a suffocating enclosure, 

2 For the affinities between the dramatic character of Mythistorema and 
that of Eliot's The Waste Land, see Edmund Keeley, "T. S. Eliot and the 
poetry of George Seferis", Comparative Literature 8.3 (1956) 214-26 (pp. 
219-20). 
3 Linda Nochlin, The Body in Pieces. The fragment as a metaphor of 
modernity (London: Thames and Hudson 1994), pp. 7-8. 
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without water again, a landlocked counh:y whose inhabitants 
have lost contact with nature and are alienated from the funda
mental functions of life: birth, love, marriage and death. In poem 
22, finally, the context in which stones appear again reflects a 
negative experience: the speakers have lost their roots, they 
have also lost their memory, and struggle to recover something 
from a life that seems to proceed in absentia. 

The statues themselves have nothing in common with the 
ideal and radiant statue of "EpomKo~ Aoyo~". We are faced 
instead with what appears to be a second population of 
aya)..µcx-ra, sexless, clearly fragmented, and standing on the 
ground. Their sole characteristic - and an important one- is their 
mysterious smile, aptly described by Karyotakis as "1tapa1cAavri
nK6", an attribute confirmed, as we shall see, in Mythistorema 
21.4 This smile, which tempts us to identify these statues with 
the archaic kouroi, conveys indeed a feeling of exclusion and 
hostility. In the poem "[Avopoµeoa]" for example, the "µaupri 
yaAi\vri" of the dead is associated with "'ta xaµoyeAa, 1tou oev 
1tpoxropouv, 'trov aya)..µa'trov'', both signs of despair, of a vanished 
life fossilized on the surface of the stone and unable to bring 
solace to the suffering maiden. But this same smile and the 
absence of bodily characteristics also bring to mind the statues of 
the Herms showing the way to travellers (like those of 
Mythistorema). However, Hermes was also the god who took 
the souls to the Underworld but whose statues, as I will argue 
here, fail to do so. Rather, they create an atmosphere of dis
orientation, exclusion and despair vividly described in poem 21: 

Eµeic; 1tou ~eJCtVl]ooµe yia to 1tpoo,c,ivqµa touto 
1eottci~aµe ta 01tacrµeva aycilµaro 

~exac:r~Kaµe Kat ei1taµe 1troc; & xcivetat TJ Smll tOO"O 
eu1eola 

1troc; exet O 0civatoc; 6p6µouc; ave~epeuvqrouc; 
Kat µta OtlCT) tou 6uat00"1lVIJ" 

moc; orov eµeic; op0oi c:rro 1t66ta µac; m::0aivowte 
µfoa O"'tTJV ltetpa aoep<p<oµeVOt 

evfill£vot µe 'tTJ OlCATJPOtTJta Kat 'tTJV a6uvaµia, 

4 "O K,\1toc; tTJ<; axaptc:rtlac;" in: K.r. Kapucotci1e11c;, lloirjµam K:m. ,ce{a, ed. 
G.P. Savidis (Athens: Ennis 1991), p.143. 
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ot nat..moi veKpoi ~e<j>vyav an' wv KUKAO Km avacrn}9T]Kav 
Km xaµ,oyet..cive µ,foa cre µ,ta napci~eVl] ncruxia.5 

We who set out on this pilgrimage 
looked at the broken statues 
became distracted and said that life is not so easily lost 
that death has unexplored paths 
and its own particular justice; 

that while we, still upright on our feet, are dying, 
affiliated in stone 
united in hardness and weakness, 
the ancient dead have escaped the circle and risen again 
and smile in a strange silence. 

(tr. Keeley and Sherrard)6 

The confrontation of humans and statues in this poem is built 
on a set of oppositions which seem to define the boundaries 
between them. In the first section, although the statues are 
broken, they seem to indicate the presence of another life beyond 
death, where a kind of justice different from human justice 
applies. The representation of the dead in the form of statues 
seems indeed to convey some kind of immortality ("~ecj>uyav a1t' 
wv K:UKAO K:at avacr'tT)0f1K:av'') since statues appear as the traces of 
a world to which humans aspire. Their smile and their silence 
seem to prove precisely these points. One might even think here 
that the silence and inertia of the statues become resting points, 
giving the viewers relief and a feeling of stability in the ever
changing world they experience during their journey through 
life. Indeed, the statues may represent, through their solid, per
manent forms, the fixed values of tradition in contrast to "the 
fluid, changeable character of the modern''? But the second part 

5 Giorgos Seferis, Jioujµa-ca, 16th ed. (Athens: Ikaros 1989), p. 68. 
6 George Seferis, Complete poems, translated, edited and introduced by 
Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard (London: Anvil 1995), p. 25. 
7 Alex Potts, "Male phantasy and modem sculpture", The Oxford Art 
Journal 15.2 (1992) 38-47 (p. 44). In this thought-provoking article, the 
author discusses the attitudes of Baudelaire and Rilke (among others) 
towards sculpture. These attitudes reveal, as he says, "an argument char-
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of the poem belies such expectations. Looking at the statues has a 
strangely petrifying effect on the living, who die in a way that 
strongly suggests that they are becoming statues themselves. 
This at least is what one understands from images such as "op0oi 
cna 1t6ow µac; 1te0ai vouµi::", as well as the fact that they are 
united with hardness and weakness or infirmity (the latter al
luding to the fact that the statues are broken). The vestiges of 
the past fail to bring solace to the modem viewers, but rather 
reflect and confirm their unfortunate condition. 

This way of handling the symbol of the statue makes a stark 
contrast with the very etymology of the word ciya).µa. Barbara 
Hughes Fowler has given an interesting interpretation of this 
word with reference to archaic sculpture, and particularly to the 
kouroi and korai, in the context of Pindar's poetry.8 She argues 
that Pindar may have been aware, when using the word, of its 
etymological relation with the words ayciAAro, ay).aoc; and even 
yi::'AJJ.ro. The verb ayci).).ro means to honour or to glorify but also to 
decorate. So the poet's odes resemble statues in that they both 
bring lasting glory to the victors (the shining ones, ayAaoi - cf. I. 
6.62, 0. 8.5) as sculptural monuments do, but also because they 
literally decorate the place in which they are sung (cf. "xcopac; 
ciyaAµa" in N. 3.13). What is more, the gleam of the statue as a 
work of art is associated with the smile it carries on its face, for 
this too is another way of shining. The distinguished work of art 
- statue or ode - may bring a smile of pleasure to the face of the 
one who experiences it; but it also has its own smile - the 
mysterious archaic smile of the kouroi - which betrays, as H. 
Payne points out, "a look expressive of nothing so much as the 
plain fact of its own existence"; or, as Fowler explains, "The 
smile seems to reflect the statue's joy at having been released, a 
living figure, from the inanimate stone."9 

acteristic of the period about the nature of the modem, and the fate of 
sculpture within it as the art of a more ancient order of things". 
8 Barbara Hughes Fowler, "The centaur's smile: Pindar and the archaic 
aesthetic", in: W.G. Moon (ed.), Ancient Greek art and iconography 
(Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press 1983), pp. 159-70 (pp. 166-
8). 
9 Ibid., p. 167. The Payne quotation is cited on the same page. 
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In Seferis, on the other hand, these values are inverted. The 
statue is no longer associated with artistic fulfilment, nor with 
the pleasure of contemplation a work of art offers. The aya11,µa is 
rather what the word "statue" reveals through its Latin root, a 
static, inert object which, as we have seen, petrifies the viewer. 
Looking at the eyes of the statues means that you are turned to 
stone without actually listening to the voices of the dead who 
are the bringers of wisdom - note in this context the use of the 
word ricroxia in this poem in contrast to yaAT\Vll, the word with 
which Mythistorema ends. One could argue indeed that the 
statues as they appear, not only here, but also in all of Seferis's 
poems prior to the Cyprus collection, dramatize Sef eris' s pre
occupation with the (lost) continuity of Greek tradition and the 
ensuing difficulties in the assimilation of this tradition by the 
modems. And the use of the phrase 111ca11,at0i. vzicpoi" to refer to 
the statues points in that direction. The embarrassment humans 
feel when encountering the vestiges of the past, as well as the 
feeling of threat and danger that emanates from otherwise inert 
and fragmented stones, indicates a lack of familiarity with the 
past, a shattered memory and consequently the impossibility of 
communication which leads to fragmentation. 

The fact that the statues in Mythistorema 21 evoke kouroi 
supports this interpretation. For kouroi were widely used in 
archaic Greece as grave markers; and in Greek tragedy tomb 
statues (also named eioco11,a or KOAooooi) are an integral part of 
the ritual of the nekyia. Interestingly, the tragedies from which 
Sef eris draws most of his mottoes or quotations are those most 
preoccupied with the relation between the dead and the living. 
And it is this dialogue which becomes the central quest of 
Seferis' s own poetry. It is in terms of this communion that Seferis 
perceives and defines the function of memory in its creative 
aspect both retrospectively and prospectively. In other words, 
memory refers both to the artist's own dialogue with the dead 
and to the wish of the poet to ensure such a dialogue with future 
generations through the body of his own work. 

The use of the word 1tpo0Kuvriµa, in the first line of Mythi
storema 21, indicates that we may be dealing here with such a 
nekyia, but in this case the goal of the ritual has not been 
achieved. And the image of petrification Seferis uses to convey 
this may be compared with the effect of the souls of the dead in 
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Book 11 of the Odyssey - and with other instances of nekyia in 
classical literature. The souls of the dead are associated with 
sculpture in that they can turn to stone the living who approach 
them without rituals. 10 According to Vernant, Gorgo's head has 
become a vigilant watchman who prevents the living from 
approaching the Underworld, just as Cerberus prevents the dead 
from leaving it. The use of the verb ~cxm:n1i1Caµe in this context 
acquires a tragic dimension, since it implies that the statues can 
be deceptive: with their beauty and stillness they can give the 
impression of a positive force, whereas in fact they have the 
power of Medusa's head which imprisons the gaze, charms its 
victims, and turns them into stone, destroys, that is, their 
creative powers. 

Seferis's attitude can usefully be contrasted with that of 
Sikelianos. For the older poet the encounter with ancient relics 
led to their almost instantaneous restoration in his imagination 
and in his poetry, revealing a spontaneous communication with 
the past. Sikelianos' s confidence is reflected both in his inter
pretation of the archaic smile (unlike Seferis he understands it 
as a reconciliation of life and death) and in his use of the kouros 
as a symbol of integrity and wholeness, a projection of his own 
body which he takes as the only means through which tradition 
can be restored. In the case of Seferis, however, the encounter 
with the works of the past (often forced, as we shall see in the 
following poem) is a source of anxiety; the smile of the kouros is 
no longer here an expression of the artist's satisfaction but be
comes (after Karyotakis) 1tapmtAaVTJn1C6 and 1tpooon1Ca aotciq,opo, 
reflecting his predicament in the face of tradition. This is also 
reflected in the image of the fragmented body, everywhere pre
sent in Seferis's poetry, constituting an inversion of Sikelianos's 
values. 

10 The association of statue and soul is not an arbitrary one, but is con
firmed by studies on archaic Greek religion and cult. Vernant explains 
how the colossus - a term referring to a pillar as much as to a statue - is 
used in tombs not as an image of the dead but as ari indication of the local
ity to which the soul is bound and in which the living can communicate 
with it once the proper rituals have taken place; Jean-Pierre Vernant, 
Mortals and Immortals, ed. Froma I. Zeitlin (Princeton: Princeton Univer
sity Press 1991), p.121. 
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The ambivalent presence of past relics in the contemporary 
landscape is a problem encountered not only by Se£ eris but also by 
other artists who faced an equally rich tradition in their own 
country and concentrated on its relation to their work. A com
parable case would be that of Giorgio de Chirico, with whose 
work Seferis was familiar .11 The painter shares with the poet 
the same anxiety concerning past relics that can be assimilated 
only with difficulty, or not at all, in modem life. So, whereas 
the paintings of de Chirico's metaphysical period include frag
ments from classical antiquity that co-exist in relative harmony 
with various elements of modem civilization in the transcendent 
world of the painting, in certain works between 1919 and 1927 the 
memories of the past become rather spectral, lose their vitality 
and express a desperate appeal to the glory of the ancients.12 

Once again, the First World War was responsible for this change 
of attitude towards classical antiquity, as was de Chirico's own 
predicament, after his creative years of 1911-18. In those later 
paintings the relics of the past are no longer a source of solace. As 
Loizidi points out, "ri µvriµri "Cou 1tape:A.06v"Coc; cxpxi,et vex KUpteUet 
1t/\£0V crav eµµovri tOECX EVCX xropo 1tOU EXet xc:icret "Ct'IV TCTJYCXtO"Ctl"CCX 
iccxt "CO eupriµa"Ctic6 cr<j>piyoc; wu."13 As we shall see in the case of 
Mythistorema 3, the same weight of memory, in the form of the 
fragment of a head, haunts the artist and, at this stage, 
mutilates him: 

Mi:µV17ao .A.ompmv oiq evoaqJi0'011q 

EU1tVtlOCX µE "CO µapµc:ipivo "COU"CO 1Ce<j>OA.t O"CCX XEptcx 
1t0'1) µou e~CXV"CA.ei "COUc; CX'YKOJVe(,, 1Ccxt OeV ~epro 1tOU 

vex "C' m:ouµ1t11crro. 
'E1te<j>"Ce cr"Co 6vetpo Ka0roc; e j3yat vex a1t6 "CO 6vetpo 
E"Ccrt evro0rj1Ce ri ,cor\ µac; Kcxt 0a ei vat 1toA.u OOOJCOA.O 

vex ~e:xropicre:t. 

11 Seferis must have known de Chirico's work from at least 1933, to judge 
from relevant entries in his diaries. See Mepe; B' (1931-1934) (Athens: 
Ikaros 1975), pp.136 and 137. 
12 See Niki Loizidi, 0 Tt;r6prt;w vre KipiKo Km 11 a-ovpeaAranK1J e1rava
aw0'1) (Athens: Nefeli 1987), p.194. 
13 Ibid., p. 192. 
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Koi-ral;© 't(l µana· µ1\-te avoix-rcx µ11-re lC/1£1.0"tCX 
µ1,11,0) O"'tO O"tOµa 1tOU 0/1,Q yupeuet V<l µtAflO"l'=.l. 
1Cpmro 'ta µcxyou11,a 1tou l;e.11:epacmv 'tO oepµa. 
l:!..ev ex© cx11,11,11 ouvaµ11· 

't(l xepta µou xavouv'tat 11'.<ll. µe 11:A'llO"Hl/;OUV 
<llCP©'t'llPtacrµeva.14 

Remember the baths where you were murdered 

I woke with this marble head in my hands; 
it exhausts my elbows and I don't know where to put it 

down. 
It was falling into the dream as I was coming out of the 

dream 
so our life became one and it will be very difficult for it 

to separate again. 

I look at the eyes: neither open nor closed 
I speak to the mouth which keeps trying to speak 
I hold the cheeks which have broken through the skin. 
That's all I'm able to do. 

My hands disappear and come towards me 
mutilated.15 

The importance of memory in this poem is stated already in 
the epigraph, taken from Aeschylus's Choephori (491). It is 
Orestes who speaks these lines, in front of the tomb of Aga
memnon. With him is Electra, and together brother and sister 
attempt to call on the spirit of their father to give them the 
strength to perform the act of vengeance. The fragmentary words 
Seferis has chosen to quote are an important key to the under
standing of the poem. The imperative µeµV'llcro gives us a possible 
explanation for the image of the marble head: the head is 
indeed the locus of memory, and the ritual performed by Orestes 
and Electra aims at precisely revitalizing the memory of the lost 

14 Seferis, lloirjµaw, p. 45. 
15 Seferis, Complete poems, p. 5. 
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father. 16 The verb evocr<j>i.cr0Ti<; reminds us of Agamemnon's µaaza
Jcaµ6q by Clytemnestra, but it also underlines the feeling of 
fragmentation and separation which dominates the poem. 

The representation of memory as a statue or a fragment 
which emerges suddenly from the subconscious with the assist
ance of a dream is a Freudian one, and Seferis was interested in 
the function of dreams and their interpretation.17 For Freud, as 
indeed for the ancient Greeks, memory was considered as an 
active constituent of the present, in that it lives, that "stones 
speak", as Freud put it. 18 Remembering, then, meant the possi
bility for man to perceive reality in more global terms than usu
ally understood. It was equivalent to seeing al1 of what we call 
different dimensions of time as one, to understanding the past as 
a dynamic presence in the present, the world of the dead as 
sharing the world of the living. This is an opinion Seferis would 
probably have shared, except that for him it was not obvious 
that stones actually speak. Although for Seferis too communi
cation with the past meant communication with the dead, it is 
precisely this relation he is trying to define in those poems in 
which the nekyia - at least until the Cyprus collection - plays 

16 The imagery of the head may also have been inspired by Heinrich 
Heine's Die Gotter im Exil (a Greek translation by D. Olympiou is pub
lished as OiB46punoi 0eof. Athens: Kalvos 1982). In this work the author 
investigates survivals of ancient myths in his country's legends. Among 
them is the story of the knight who fell in love with a statue of Aphrodite, 
and had a dream of actually spending one night with her only to wake up 
the following morning with the statue's head in his arms. The story 
alludes, among other things, to the distorting effects of a sterile veneration 
of the past. It may also indicate that the marble head of Seferis's poem 
could be a head of Aphrodite. This is also supported by the fact that the 
search for memory is always associated with love in Seferis's work, as we 
have already seen in "Epcomc6<; A6yo<;" and (from a negative point of 
view) H I-repva. Of course, Aphrodite, memory and love will ultimately 
come together in "'Ey1eroµ:ri". 
17 We know from the catalogue of Seferis's library compiled by Gianna
dakis that, as early as 1925, Seferis had carefully read some of Freud's 
writings in the French translation of Helene Legros, Le reve et son inter
pretation (Paris: Gallimard 1925). And Seferis devotes a whole late essay 
to a discussion of Artemidorus's book on the explanation of dreams. 
18 Peter Gay, Freud. A life for our time (New York: Norton 1988), p.172. 
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an important part. And as we have seen above, the statues, as 
symbols of the dead, are also associated with it. 

But it is to an equivocal rather than a happy reactivation of 
memory that Seferis alludes in Mythistorema 3. This ambi
valent situation is successfully explored through the use of the 
ancient myth, but also through the poet's significant omission 
from his epigraph of the last word of the original verse: ita-rep. 
Orestes is the only means for Agamemnon to take his revenge, the 
only means the father has to recover something of his lost power. 
Nevertheless, the very return of the father through his son 
threatens the latter: after the act of vengeance is fulfilled, 
Orestes goes mad and is haunted by the Erinyes (compare the 
imagery in the second section of "Ki;cJ.r/"). So the missing mi-rep 
alludes through its very absence to the imminent but also in
auspicious presence of the father.19 

The fact that memory is symbolized in Mythistorema 3 by 
the marble head, a fragment of ancient sculpture, makes it ex
plicit that this father figure is for Seferis ancient tradition, 
whose menacing authority had dominated the cultural life of 
Greece ever since the birth of the modem Greek state in the 
modem world.2O The adjective µapµcipivoc; which Seferis uses 
here to describe the marble head, is, from this point of view, 
significant. For Seferis, as for Palamas, the learned provenance 
of the word (as opposed to µapµapevwc;) associates it with class
ical antiquity perceived as a burden, as an unassimilated 
influence, with tradition as a source of embarrassment and muti
lation rather than creative influence. This is indeed confirmed in 

19 A detailed parallel between this poemand Aeschylus's Choephori, in the 
context of the burden of the past, is given by Charles Segal, "Orpheus, 
Agamemnon, and the anxiety of influence: mythic intertexts in Seferis, 
Mythistorema 3", Classical and Modem Literature 9.4 (1989) 291-8 (pp. 
293-5). 
20 In Vasileiadis's "O I1ap0evcov" (I.25-27) we see that the relation of the 
modems to the ancients was indeed perceived in terms of a father-son 
relationship: "61tou 1cai oout..oc; cooei µe0urov,/ to -rrov 1tpoyovrov w 
µeyaAEiov / ~Ai1te1 JC' eµJtVee-rm o uioc;." What is more, the correspondence 
ofSeferis and Theotokas attests to their feelings of inferiority in relation 
to the heroic (demoticist, µeyat..o'ioeanJCfl) generation of their real fathers. 
See Tzo5pyoq 0eow"Kaq mi I'u/Jpyoq I:eipePTJq. AMTJJ..oypatf>ia (1930-1966), 
ed. G.P.Savidis (Athens: Ermis 1975), pp.16-17. 
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the poem, where the speaker is explicit about his relationship 
with the marble head: it is both random and beyond his control. 
This piece of sculpture has emerged from a dream. It is clearly a 
symbol of the artist's subconscious, which, for Seferis as for other 
modernists, is rooted in the collective subconscious. It has entered 
the artist's life without his own consent, as line 4 shows. What is 
more, the forced relationship with it is explicitly stated in line 
2: the head is unbearable, the speaker wants to get rid of it, but 
he does not know how. He has to come to terms with it, just as the 
travellers of poem 21 have to come to terms with the relics they 
encounter. 

This is indeed confirmed in the lines that follow. The 
speaker actively engages in communicating with this fragmented 
head by looking at it, speaking to it and touching it, and 
although the marble itself seems eager to transmit some sort of 
message, the whole effort does not yield any results.21 It seems 
that, if the modem artist sees his work as the only means 
through which the voice of the fathers can be heard, Seferis is 
not as confident as Sikelianos about the impact of the ancient 
heritage on his own artistic integrity. One could read Mythi
storema 3, as a possible Greek counterpart to Keats's sonnet "On 
seeing the Elgin Marbles". Although Keats is stumbling under 
the weight of a heritage which is all the more overwhelming for 
not being his own, both poets seem frustrated because they feel 
that their artistic potency is threatened by the presence of the 
ancient relics. Seferis takes this struggle a step further by 
revealing its unfavourable outcome for the modem artist. 

The imagery of Mythistorema 3 is indeed violent, and we 
have been prepared for this already with the verb f:voaq,iaOrJ~ of 

21 Interestingly enough, this exhaustive as well as fruitless attempt to 
appropriate something of the past's legacy in the surviving relics will 
continue to preoccupy Seferis in relation to ancient statuary, and he will 
describe it, muchlater, in his essay" Lle.1..q,oi" (1961), with a near-quotation 
from his own poem: "eva JCecjxiAt l:q>iyya~ µe. ta µcitta µi,te. avoixta µ,jte. 
JCA.€.tcrtci. To xaµc\ye.Ao, nou A.€.V apxa'iJCo - aA.Aci oe.v <j>tave.t - e.vc\~ Hpa1CA1l 11 
e.vc\~ ertafo. Kan retota anocmaaµata anc\ µta ~IDTJ nou ittav JC<inote. 
0A.01CA11P'll, auyJCAOVtattJC(l JCoµµana, 7t0A'\J JCOvta µa~. OllC(l µa~ µta anyµit, 
Kl enetta µuat11ptro6111Cat anpocmeA.aata." See Aonµe;, B', 5th ed. (Athens: 
lkaros 1984), p.142. 
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the epigraph. All hope of communication having failed, the 
relics of the past are not only useless but harmful, almost ag
gressive: they burden the artist without imbuing his imagination 
and creativity with positive forces.22 Mythistorema 3 ends, 
characteristically, with the speaker's mutilation. The fact that 
he holds the marble head in his hands and that the hands return 
to him chopped off implies that it is in the hands that the poet 
feels the pressure of the past as represented by the statues, 
because for the poet as for the craftsman - an association that 
Seferis favoured - the hands are the means through which he 
realizes his art. 23 In this context the poem may be considered an 
adaptation by Seferis - with a Freudian colouring - of the myth 
of Medusa, to reflect his own preoccupations. The severed head 
which has still the power to turn the viewer into stone 
symbolizes for Freud the fear of castration.24 In the case of 

22 In "O f3a01A.tci; TI1; AcriV'll;" and especially in section 4 (lines 40-54) the 
poet's failure to conjure back to life a dead word, and with it a dead 
world, is also conveyed through sculptural imagery (though it is less 
violent). Like a modem Niobe, the poet is turned to stone on realising the 
vanity of his efforts, as Seferis's own words indicate: "eucova µop<jrn; 1tov 

µapµciprocre µe TilV a1to<jraO'l] µta; 1th:pa; 1tavtotiv11;" (line 53). 
23 The poet's lonely struggle with tradition and the dangers lurking in this 
perilous occupation are conveniently summarized by Seferis himself in 
1946, in his essay "K.IT. Kal3ci<!nl;, 0.l:. 'Eho1:· 1tapciAA.1JAOt". What is 
interesting is that he is again using the imagery of Mythistorema 3: 110 
Kal3ci<!nl; avn1Cet cre µtav UAA.1) 1tapciOOO'l]. Mta 1tapciOOO'l] lCOAOO"Olaia !Cat 1tl0 
aA.al;ovtlC'fl a1t6 TilV ciAA1J, TilV 1Cata(j>poveµeV'll, 1tov o l:oA.roµo;, cre µia opi
O"µeVll crnyµn, µ6vo; 1tpocr1tci01]cre va ~avamcicret, µe ta O'UO to'U xepta, 1tO'U 
Avytcrav." See LJ.01nµeq, A, p. 345. 
24 Charles Segal also mentions the latent fear of castration which is 
associated in Seferis with artistic creation, but he does not refer to the 
myth of Medusa. According to him, the severed head may be associated 
with the head of Orpheus. He argues that: 11In the ancient myth the 
continuing voice of Orpheus' head expresses the notion that the artist's 
power, for good or ill, cannot be destroyed with his death." The treatment 
of the myth by Boccaccio in particular inaugurates its modem phase 
11when he [Boccaccio] takes up Ovid's story of how Apollo rescues the 
head from the threatening serpent (Metamorphoses 11.56-60) and turns the 
tale into an allegory of the posthumous fame of the artist. The serpent is 
time; Apollo is fame. The artist's work defeats all-devouring time and lives 
on after his death. But Seferis's poem takes the point of view of the living 
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Seferis, this fear is explicitly related to the artist's creative 
competence which is threatened, according to Mythistorema 3, 
not so much by the overwhelming presence of the forefathers but 
by the artist's realization of his impotence in bringing something 
of the forefathers' message to the modem world. As Maronitis 
has pointed out, this communication with the ancestors is the 
very definition of memory in Seferis's poetry: "o 1tOtTJ't'l\c; ~M1tet 
l((Xt, aKOUet 1tpoc; 'ta m.crco, pixvov'tac; Cf'tO cruyi-:i::xuµevo 1tap6v am6v 
-mv oioai-:ni-:6 icri-:to 'tou 1tapi::A.86v'toc;."25 It is this didactic shade 
that Seferis wants to recapture in his work and to transmit it, in 
turn, to future generations. But this effortless communication 
seems at this point to be beyond reach; the voice of the past and 
the voice of the present exist in different spheres separated by 
what appears to be an unbridgeable gulf. 

InMythistorema 3, then, memory or tradition functions more 
like an unwanted and embarrassing weight which disables the 
modem artist rather than being a source of inspiration. The 
question arises, of course, why Seferis should choose ancient 
statues in order to convey these feelings. I think that the answer 
goes beyond the commonly accepted view of statues as being 
among the few things that have survived from classical anti
quity. As becomes clear if we examine "EpCO'tti-:6c; A6yoc;" and, 
especially, H E1:epva, the "Apollonian" ideal of the eternal 
being reflected in the statue's inertia and detachment from life 
does not satisfy Seferis. He is more interested in the "Dionysian" 
expression of movement and passion rooted in a deeper sense of 
life as a condition of constant change and becoming which is its 
essence and truth. 

But the statue is not susceptible of the progress which Seferis 
- and Palamas before him - found in the Greek language. The 
statue is a form which is dead in the sense that it transcends time 
passively without, as it were, responding to time's challenges in 

poet. And here the immortality of the earlier, dead poets is not a con
solation, but also something to struggle against." See "Orpheus", pp. 297-8. 
However, as I argue, it is not so much the immortality of the earlier poet 
that threatens the speaker here but rather the modem artist's failure to 
decode the message that the ancestor is trying to transmit. 
25 D.N. Maronitis, "~16a1Ct1.1C6c; :EE(\IBpric;", in his: L1zaM~eiq (Athens: Stigmi 
1992), pp. 49-64 (p. 55). 
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the way that language (and, for an unusually long time, the 
Greek language) does. The Andromedan image of fixity, reflected 
both in the girl's being chained to the rock and in the smiles of 
the statues which "oc:v 1tpoxcopo-6v", may well imply this lack of 
desired change, or progress. Moreover, the statues' perceived 
detachment, as well as the fact that they have been burdened by 
a multitude of interpretations, keeps the viewer at a distance, 
unable as he is to decipher their meaning. And whereas statues 
bear the marks of time only in that they show signs of wear, 
words have the power to adapt to new forms and meanings. 
Keeping the core of their sense unaltered, they have the power 
to renew themselves and have reached our own time rich from 
what they have collected on their journey. They bear the living 
marks of those who have used them over the centuries. Language, 
then, and particularly the language of poetry, is a repository of 
living memories rather than a deserted landscape of fossilized 
corpses; it thus encourages the desired dialogue between the dead 
and the living. 

* * * 

Let us now turn to the poetry of Ritsos in order to attempt a 
comparison between what has been discussed above and the way 
sculpture and stones appear in certain poems chosen from the 
period between 1957 and 1969. Two reasons justify this choice: on 
the one hand, the poems written during this period are widely 
considered to be among his best and include some very interesting 
and original aspects of sculpture not encountered in his poetry so 
far; on the other, various scholars have already talked about a 
growing and more explicit response by Ritsos to the poetry of 
Seferis, which culminates when Seferis is awarded the Nobel 
prize in 1963. The dialogue between the two poets has been 
discussed in the context of mythological poems, and especially in 
their use of Homeric motifs.26 Here I will concentrate on Ritsos' s 
use of stones and statues and I will venture to draw some con
clusions which justify the differences. 

26 D. Ricks, "Pi too<;-'Oit1Jpo<;: eva<; 1to111n1e6<; ot<it..oyo<;", L1woc6v17 22 (1993) 
49-65. 
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The way through which stones and statues enter the land
scape of Ritsos's poetry is defined first of all by the experience of 
exile. As a communist, Ritsos became a political prisoner, and 
between 1949 and 1953 was exiled on the deserted islands of 
Makronnisos and Ai-Stratis. Consequently, his Waste Land is a 
literal one and not, as in the case of Seferis, the metaphorical 
rendering of a poetic landscape. The other factor which defines 
his perception of statues and stones is the poet's extensive 
travelling in Greece (between 1954 and 1966), and his acquaint
ance, after his marriage in 1954, with Samos. As Prevelakis has 
pointed out, the island's countryside and above all its archaeo
logical sites have exerted a strong influence on Ritsos;27 they 
have helped him see the burdensome classical past through 
different eyes, and must have defined his rather different per
ception of tradition in that context. 

Let us look at the first poem, characteristically entitled 
"Ile'tpe<;": 

'Epxovtat, <f>e{yyouv ot µipec;, xwpic; crnooo11, xwpic; anpoom:a. 
Ot itetpec; µoumceoow crto q,wc; Kett O't'J] µv,,µ11. 

'Evac; 13aset µta itetpa yta 1tpomce<f>et11.o. 
, AJ..wc;, 1tptv KOA'llµ1t11cret, a<1>11vet ta pouxa t0'll KO.t{t) Cllt0 ina ltetpa 

µ11v t01J ta 1tapet 0 aepac;. 'AJ..11.oc, exet µta 1tetpa yta mcaµvi t0'll 

11 yta 0'11µ6.ot O't0 XWPO.<f>t toll, O't0 KOtµ'l]'t'llPt, O't0 µavtpi, O't0 

36.croc;. 

Apya, µeta to Atoyepµa, yupisovtac, cr1tin O'0'll, 

0ltOta itetpa an· t" mcpoyt6.At av aKO'llµ1t11cretc, crto tpaitest 0'01) 

eivm eva aya11.µano - µta µtKP11 NiK'I] 11 to <rlC'll/1.l t'l]C,, Apteµ11c,, 

Kl Clll't'll, 01t01l evac, e<f>'!]fkic, t0 µeO"llµept ClKOUµlt'l]cre ta ~peyµiva t0'll 

1t6ota, 

eivat evac; TiatpOKAOC, µe mctepa, KA.etcrµiva µat0KAaoa. 

(Mapropiec; A, 1957-63)28 

STONES 

Days rome and go without haste, without surprises. 
Stones become drenched with light and memoiy. 

27 P.Prevelakis,O1ro111-r11c; I'lavV1Jc; Piraoc; (Athens: Estia 1992), p. 368. 
28 Giannis Ritsos, 1Io171µma, 0' (Athens: Kedros 1989-90), p. 191. 
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Someone sets a stone for a pillow. 
Another, before swimming, leaves his clothes under a stone 
so that the wind won't take them Another uses a stone for a stool 
or as a boundary mark on his fann, the cemetery, the sheepfold, 

the forest. 

Late, after sunset, when you've returned home, 
whatever stone from the seashore you place on your table 
becomes a statuette - a small Nike or the hound of Artemis, 
and this stone, on which a young man at noon leaned his feet, 
is a Patroclos, with shadowed, closed eyelashes. 

(tr. K. Friar)29 

The function of the stones in this poem is the complete opposite of 
what we saw in Seferis. In Mythistorema stones have negative 
connotations, confirming that the landscape of the poem has lost 
its vitality and its creativity. What Seferis sees in them is 
inorganic matter reflecting the surrounding aridity, alienation, a 
disturbance of the biological cycle of life and death (10: 7-11). In 
"TTe1:pe~", on the contrary, Ritsos seems to celebrate the trans
formation of inorganic matter into quasi-organic beings. 

The poem is separated into two parts: in the first, stones are 
presented as functional objects in a predominantly rural setting. 
They are man's everyday companions and define what appear to 
be humble, almost insignificant details of everyday life.30 Im
portantly, they also function as 011µma, tomb markers, indicating 
the boundaries between the world of dead and the world of the 
living. Only that here (unlike Mythistorema 21) there seems to 
be no discord between them. What is more, in a strikingly un
Seferian manner, stones are described as being bathed in light 
and in memory. Now, this is an important word to highlight: for 
what makes Seferis's Mythistorema a waste land is above all 
"the decision to forget", Lethe or oblivion, and often this is 

29 Yannis Ritsos, Selected poems 1938-1988, edited and translated by 
Kirnon Friar and Kostas Myrsiades (Brockport, NY: BOA 1989), p. 125. 
3o This is an important aspect of Ritsos' s poetics as revealed in many 
poems and especially "Ot ci011µe~ AE1ttoµepeie~" and "Tiepi1tov". For a 
discussion see D.N. Maronitis, "H tiµ11 tov x;pvcrou JCat T\ nµ11 't'f\~ 1tiitpa~", 
in his: Iliow µ1rpoi;. llpo·rcfoeii; 1cai vtro0eaeii; yia TT/ veoeMTJVlK~ 1roi1J<YTJ 
mi 1re?;oypait,ia (Athens: Stigmi 1986), pp. 151-62. 
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dramatized through references to the waning of love as a creat
ive power (Myth. 10: "Kt 01. yaµot µac;, 'ta opocmpa cm:<j>avta Kat 
'ta oa.x WA.a I yi vouv'tat m vi yµa'ta avd;il"(TJ'ta yta 'tTJV 'lf'UX'll µac;. / 
Ilroc; yc:vVTJ0tjKav xroc; ouvaµooavc: 'ta 1tmo1.a µac;;"), and to the 
disappearance of the feeling of touch (cf. Myth. 3 and 8: "xropic; 
a<!»i"). In Ritsos, on the other hand, touch is already an important 
component of the first part of "Ilt'tpec;", since all the activities 
described presuppose some sort of contact with the stones. But in 
the second part stones are celebrated as the very essence of 
memory, the agents which include within the forms or shadows 
of the past (a Victory, Artemis's hound, the face of Patroclus). 
Here a mere functional object is elevated into a work of art. 
Stones become now statuettes, precious objects of an almost fetish
istic value. The feeling of touch which becomes prominent with 
the repetition of the verb aKouµ1tro twice in the second part of the 
poem, confirms not only the activation of memory but also the 
awakening of love (very much in the tradition of Cavafy): the 
words i<1>TJl3oc;, µEO'JlµEpt and Il<hpoKA.oc; recall Cavafy' s erotic 
poems.31 The same can be said of the fragmented presentation of 
the body (Ritsos only mentions the wet feet) and the emphasis 
put on the eyes, which, again, recreate the sensual atmosphere of 
poems such as 'TKpi~a", "Mtpc:c; 'tou 1903" and '~wu Ka<j>c:veiou 
'tTJV Eicrooo". Finally, although "Ile'tpc:c;" was written between 
1957 and 1963, it echoes the experiences of the poet's years of 
exile. In a text published for the first time in 1974, Ritsos talks 
about stones in a way which is strongly reminiscent of the poem 
discussed here. It is worth reporting a few lines: 

On the deserted islands of exile [ ... ] those quiet objects acquire a 
voice (or maybe we acquire a deeper hearing), they speak, they 
tell us what they once were, what they could be, maybe because of 
this general need of expression that fights wear and loneliness 
and [ ... ] which, alone, can secure an individual survival in the 
crowd. And humans, urged by the same need of expression, found 
the stones, listened to them, used them(for houses and for statues), 
and worked with them in harmony. In particular the exiles, 

3l Compare with Patroclus as he appears in "Twveu<; 'YA1J1t't11c;" and "Ta 
oJ .. o-ya wv Axi'A:J...eroc," for example. Similarly, compare the emotional value 
of the words iq>11!3oc; and JIB01Jµ£pt in poems such as "'Evac; 0e6c; 'trov", "Ia011 
1:acpoc;", "Zroypacptaµiva" and "'Orov 01.e-yeipoV'Cat". 
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isolated, forcibly silent, became friends with the stones. And 
because in those places painting material was forbidden, stones 
offered themselves, through their smooth surfaces and sculptural 
cavities, as the basis on which one could draw or highlight what 
the stone itself dictated.32 

It becomes clear that, both in the above quotation and in the 
poem discussed, stones seem to liberate the creative drive of the 
artist, his desire for expression and communication and, above 
all, his wish "to remain", as Cavafy would have put it. 

The poems that follow confirm the appropriation of stones 
and sculpture in the above-discussed manner. Although we can 
recognise some of the ingredients of Seferis' s poetry, Ritsos in
verts their value, attaching to them positive attributes. Take for 
example the poems "TTpoo1t'tucr(' and "~uvexeia". The point 
Ritsos is trying to make in them is, I think, obvious: past and 
present co-exist harmoniously. The past becomes the necessary 
foundation for the present (compare 0eµelta in "TTpoo1tn1Cij", line 
2), and the present almost literally springs out of the seeds of the 
past, forming its natural extension. This appears to be an organic 
and certainly unforced relationship. We saw in Mythistorema 
(and poem 22 is a good example) that people have clearly lost 
their roots and are wandering and searching in vain for some clue 
that will establish the shattered communication with the past. 
In the poems by Ritsos, on the other hand, it is the existence of 
these very roots that is celebrated, using sculptural imagery in a 
rather different way. 

IIPOOITTIKH 

Ta 01tina µac; £ivm xnoµeva m:ivro cr' ci11.Afl 01tina £u0{yypaµµa, 
µapµciptva, 

n £1C£iva mivro ere ci11.Afl. Ta 0£µ£11.tci wuc; 
1Cpanouv-rm 1tcivro O"'ta 1C£<j)a11.ta c\p0trov aya11.µa-rrov, oixroc; xepta. 
'Ewt, 00"0 xaµ11A.ci, O"'tOV 1C<iµ1to, lC<l'tO) a1t" nc; £A.tee;, 1Ct av 

a1tay1Ctcil;ow-ra 1Ca11.uflta µac;, 
µt1Cpci, 1Ca1tVtcrµEva, f.1.£ µta O"'tciµva µovaxa 1t/l.<lt O"'tl]V 1t0 p'ta, 
0appcic; 1troc; µ£Vet<; O"'ta 'Jl'TIA.CX, !Cat O"Ol> <jleyyct 011.0'tpoyupa O ayepac; 

32 Giannis Ritsos, "Ilfapcc;, 1C01C1CaAfl, pil;cc;", Avii, Ilcpioooc; B', 23 (1975). 
My translation. 
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'fl ll'.cino-re 0appeic; nroc; eiom el;ro an' -m crn:ina, nroc; &v exeic; 
1COV£va <rn:t'tt, ll'.Ctl 1t0p€tl€<Jat OAO'Y\lll,VO<;, 
µovcixoc; Kci'tro an6 'vav o'\lpav6 'tpoµaxttKci yaAcil;w 11 cicrn:po, 
1(l eva ciya1..µa, Kaµtci q,opci, 01(0'1)11,1tci eAO<jlpci 'tO xept 'tQ'\) <J'tOV roµo 

<JO'\l, 
(Mapwpieq A, 1957-63)33 

PERSPECTIVE 

Our houses are built on other, straightlined houses, made of 
marble, 

and these on other houses. Their foundations 
are supported on the heads of upright armless statues. 
And so, no matter how much lower our huts roost in the fields 

under the olive trees, 
small, grimy with smoke, with only a water pitcher by the door, 
you imagine you are living high up, that all about you the air 

shines, 
or at times you imagine you are outside the houses, that you have 
no house at all, that you are walking naked, 
alone, under a sky startlingly azure or white, 
and a statue, now and then, leans its hand lightly on your 

shoulder. 
(tr. K. Friar)34 

As we can see, this poem makes of marble and statues the very 
foundation of today's world. The imagery related to the statues 
is comparable to that of Mythistorema 21, discussed above, since 
we find in this poem too fragmented statues which are standing, 
only that here they are underground. Just as in Mythistorema 3, 
it is the hands which are missing here too, but in spite of that 
the statues are holding the world on their heads. But in 
Mythistorema 21 the encounter with the statues and stones 
dramatized a rather perfidious alliance - remember that the 
phrase "affiliated in stone" had disastrous consequences for the 
travellers: they become petrified and die, whereas the statues 
are standing aloof, enclosed in their own ivory tower. In Ritsos's 
poem, on the other hand, this encounter becomes a humanizing 
one, since meeting statues does not imply petrification and death. 

33 Ritsos, IIoirjµam, 0', p.190. 
34 Ritsos, Selected poems, p.117. 
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There appears to be a transition from the functional and humble 
dimension of everyday life (lines 4-5, especially "xaµriM, crtov 
1eaµ1t0") to an aesthetic perception of it (lines 7-10 and especially 
"µevetc; crta 'lf'TINX"). This uplifting experience, which is certainly 
due to the presence of the ancient relics, is presented as a process 
of purification: the humans remain oMyuµvot, acquiring in other 
words statuesque characteristics associated with beauty and the 
ideal in art; and the landscape shifts from the earth, with the 
dominant silver-green of its olive groves and the black of the 
smoke, to the sky, with its pure colours, blue or white. 

It is worth comparing at this point the first eight lines of 
Mythistorema 10, because the differences between the two poets 
are vividly depicted in their handling of a comparable land
scape described in these poems: 

0 t61to<; µa<; eivm KM:t<Jto<;, 610 jk>uvci 
1t0'll exouv <JK£1t1] 'tO xaµ1JAO oupav6 µepa KCll vuxro. 
/)£V exouµe 1tO'tciµta 0£V exouµe mryciota OeV exouµe 

1t1Jre<;, 
µovcixa Aiye<; crtepve<;, cioete<; Kl Clute<;, 1tO'll 'l'JXOUV KCll 1t0'll 

n<; 1tpocrxuvouµe. 
'Hxo<; crtet:ciµevo<; xou<j>to<;, ioto<; µe 't'lJ µova~ici µa<; 
ioto<; µe 't'l'JV ayci1t1J µa<;, ioto<; µe ta crroµatci µa<;. 
Ma<; q,aivemi oopci~evo 1tou t:ci1tote µ1topecraµe va 

xticrouµe 
ro <J1ti na ro 1ea1,. ufha 1Cat n<; <J'tcive<; µa<;. 

Our country is closed in, all mountains 
that day and night have the low sky as their roof. 
We have no rivers, we have no wells, we have no 

springs, 
only a few cisterns - and these empty - that echo, and 

that we worship. 
A stagnant hollow sound, the same as our loneliness 
the same as our love, the same as our bodies. 
We find it strange that once we were able to build 
our houses, huts and sheep-folds. 

(tr. Keeley and Sherrard)35 

35 Seferis, Complete poems, p.14. 
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This is a landlocked country in which the sky is felt as a burden: 
it reinforces the feeling of enclosure that is born out of the sur
rounding mountains. This is not the case in the Ritsos poem 
discussed above. There the humble speakers seem to partake in 
an impulsive way in the deep historical perspective offered by 
their tradition, which seems to elevate them above their 
unfavourable geographical position. Above all, as mentioned 
above, they acquire an aesthetic perspective as well, for which 
the landscape and tradition seem to be equally responsible. 
Indeed, the landscape is transformed into a new home for the 
speakers (lines 6-9), and, threatening as this transition may be 
(cf. -rpoµaxn1<:a ya11.a~t0), the statues are a source of solace and 
support. Quite unlike Seferis' s poems, the last line of 
"Ilpomt'ttlCTJ" describes an image of solidarity: statues are not 
deceitful, but there seems to be a real, impulsive comradeship 
confirmed by the surrealistic image of the statue touching the 
human's shoulder. 

The poem "Luvtxzw" makes a similar point: 

Amci ta xroµ.cmx 't<l ~epouµe l((lA.(l, - w 1tro<;; OO'UA£00Vtal, n oivouv -
cncipi, crro<pUA.t, eA.ta, Kanvo, it1taft1taK1, M:µovav01, oci<j>vl]' 
1(1, 11 7te'tpa oivet 'tOV acr!IB<J'TTI yia ro 0"1tt'tla µa<;;. Tio'te 1tO'te, wxaivet 
eKei nou (Jl(O{!ouµe 't1l YI\<;;, yta va Ka'taxcovtacrouµe evav yepovm, 
va {!pt(Jl(OUµe eva 1te'tptVO yuµvo KOptWl 11 K01tOtOV ayyeA.O 
yuµvo 1(1, (l'l)'tOV, oixco<;; <j>-repouye<;;. TO'tE<;; ayvav-reoouµe mo 1(0't(t) 
't1l <j>otvtKta 't'll<;; Ayta-TieA.<lyia<;; v' ayeponai/;ei 'ta KA.<lotci 't'll<;; 
Kat ~epouµe 1tCO<;; ElVat 'ta <j>-repci 1tO'U A.Et1tO'UV a1t' 'tOU<;; CtlJ.1.0U<;; 

EKeivou 'tO'll ayyeMu, 
(E11:ava}.:rjlf/Biq A, lliµo<;; 28.7 .64)36 

CONTINUITY 

We know this soil well, how it works, what it offers: 
wheat, grapes, olive trees, tobacco, cotton, lemon blossoms, laurel; 
and stone offers lime for our houses. Every now and then, 
while digging up the ground to bury some old man, 
we happen to find a stone girl, naked, or else an angel, 
also naked, without wings. And then, from a distance, we see 
Saint Pelagia' s palm tree fluttering its branches 

36 Ritsos, IloHjµam, r, p. 20. 
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and we know that to be the wings missing from that angel's 
shoulders. 

(tr. Keeley)37 

Historical roots are defined and confirmed through archaeology. 
Yet, again, we are no longer here in front of the science Seferis 
condemns in poems such as "'E-yKcoµr]", for example, a learned, 
mechanical and impassive way of discovering one's roots.38 In 
Ritsos, archaeology is represented by the digging of the earth as 
a spontaneous activity, practised not by the scholars but by the 
folk, unconsciously, as part of their everyday activities such as 
the burial of the dead or, in "'Eva acrn:po a')..,oyo", the search for a 
well: 

Aiyo mo itcivro ait' 1:· aµiteAta, 111:av 1:0 Ki'tptvo xropci<j>t. EKei, 

l((l'tOJ ait' 'tO'Uc; 1:petc; E'Ul(ClA 'U1t'tO'Uc;, eva ClAOYO Ka'tClAe'Ul(O 

a'tevtl;e, µecr' aito 't'T)V l(Aet<JTI] A,e'l)l(O't'T)'tCl 'tO'll, a1toµa1Cpa 

Kan AE'llKO, avayKai.o, a6pm:o. :rw Kaµevo ait' 1:0v TIA.to xop1:cipt 

11 crnci 1:ou aMyou 111:av yaAcil;ta, 1:ocro itou ot qirovec; 1:rov 1:puy111:rov 

£1tatpvav µta yaA<il;ta anoxprocrl] µe xpucrci cr1:iyµa1:a. 
Tov ClA.AO xpovo, KaA.Ol(Ulpt itciA.t, <J'tO iot0 <Jl]µeio, 

(Jl(aj3ov1:ac; yta v' avoi~O'IJVE 1t1]yciot ~pitKav 1:pia ay<iAµa'ta 

1:0 ioto AE'llKci crav Keivo 1:0 ciAoyo itou e~aqiavicr't'T)Ke µia wxm. 
(E1rava).,rj,pezq A, lliµoc; 6.8.63)39 

A WHITE HORSE 

Uphill, beyond the vines was a yellow field. There, 
under the three eucalyptus trees, a horse, snow white, 
was staring remotely, from within its inscrutable whiteness, 
at something white, essential, invisible. On the sun-scorched grass 

37 Yannis Ritsos, Repetitions, Testimonies, Parentheses, trans. Edmund 
Keeley (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1991), p. 7. 
38 "H avawiLia µtac; ~OOEµeVl]c; ouvaµ11c; l((l'tOJ a1t(\ 'tO µcin/ 'tO'I) apxato

A.6you 1:ou vap1Co◊0't'T) it 1:ou xnpoupyou" (lines 12-3); or again: "eixave 
1tal;eu1:ei itOAAOi, µepµityna,/ Kat 1:11 x1:U1toucrav µe 1Cov1:ciptu KUt &v tl] 

AU~rovav" (lines 39-40). Compare also with what Seferis writes in his 
essay "LieA<j>oi" (1961): "'Exouµe oouA.£\JfEt crav 1:a µupµityna Kat crav 1:tc; 

µeAtcrcrec; ncivro er' au1:ci 1:· aitoµetvciptu. TTocro 't'TJV exouµe itpocreyyicret 't'IJV 

\Jf'l>XTl 1t0'1) 1:a £1tA.Ucre;" <lonµeq, B', pp.136-52 (p. 143). 
39 Ritsos, Jlozrjµara, r, p.12. 
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the horse's shadow was azure, so much so that the voices of the 
harvesters 

took on a tint of azure with golden speckles. 
The following year, in the summer again, at the same spot, 
digging for a well, they found three statues 
as white as that horse which disappeared one night. 

(my translation) 

In this latter example, especially, the use of the word 1CT\'YCl◊t is 
crucial because it operates, I think, on two levels. On a first 
level, it refers literally to a practice very popular in Greece, 
particularly in the countryside. Unlike Seferis, once again, 
where the aridity and desolation of the earth was suggested 
through the dryness of wells and rivers, the landscape here is a 
fertile one cultivated by the peasants who seem to live in 
harmony with it. On another level, of course, the meaning of the 
digging becomes rather symbolic. For it is not water that the 
people discover, but three statues. In a predominantly surreal
istic ambience, the horse seems to be an apparition from a 
transcendent world, or again some sort of cnoixzi6 (the magic 
number three reinforces the connection of this poem with folk 
tales) that permeates the place. The peasants are part of that 
spellbound landscape, although, as it appears from the poem, 
they are unaware of it. The point here is that there is an un
mediated communication between the people and the relics of 
the past which helps them draw spontaneously from the well of 
tradition. They seem to experience effortlessly what Seferis (and 
before him Palamas) struggled hard to achieve: the bridging of 
the gap between past and present. 

The folk element seems indeed to play a crucial role in 
Ritsos's handling of the theme of tradition as symbolized by the 
statues. In all the poems discussed, the protagonists are "the 
people", who live in rural areas, cultivate the land and keep it 
fertile. Note here again how the Seferian values are inverted: 
the people in Ritsos preserve the features of the ancient, archaic 
and above all "organic" societies the travellers of Mythistorema 
10 are longing for. In Ritsos's poems life is not the unsolved 
mystery of a learned elite, which is nevertheless cut off from its 
revitalizing roots. Simplicity and naivety reflect the character 
of the people, who can still see with the eyes of their soul and 
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for whom life is still natural and unaffected. Even that heavy 
burden of Mythistorema, the classical tradition symbolized by 
the statues, has become in Ritsos a positive presence, as we have 
seen. 

This is above all alluded to in line 3 of "1:uvexeia". The word 
stone also means marble, and the practice of making lime out of 
marble described here reminds one of pre-Revolutionary Greece, 
when the relics of the past were used as building materials. 40 

Interestingly, Seferis expressed his approval of such procedures 
in his diaries. For him, they represented very vividly what he 
understood by unconstrained and constructive use of the past and 
tradition. It included the idea of building up something new out 
of the old. See, for example, what he noted in late November 
1936, when he visited the Kerameikos Museum, in which a small 
equestrian statue attracted his attention: 

Ano t1J µepui 1tO'I> to ~Atnro, to 1tAe'l>p6 to'I> eivm x:oµµevo ima 
x:a0eta, Sa 

0 Ae"(e<; e1titTtOe<;. 0 qr6AaX:a<; µo'I> Aeel 1tro<; ~pe(hJx:e crta 
0eµeAta t(J)V Max:prov Te1xrov. To eixav XP1JO-lµo1to111cre1 crav eva 
K'.OlVO ayx:rovapt. Mta tetota 1tpci~ri µ' apecret. Eivm t6cro avti0et1] 
µe tl] µavia 1to'I> exo'l>µe va cr'l>vtTtpouµe ta nw aO"llµavta 
npciyµata.41 

From the point where I stand, its flank is cut vertically, as if on 
purpose. The museum attendant tells me that it was found in the 
foundations of the Long Walls. They had used it as an ordinary 
corner-stone. I like this. It is so unlike our craze for preserving 
the most insignificant things. 

(my translation) 

Ritsos's folk have preserved these features. They share 
many characteristics of the people as encountered in Politis' s 
Ilapao6aeiq, in which the landscape is sometimes under the 
benevolent spell of a statue or some other marble monument ( cf. 

40 For examples see Angeliki Kokkou, H µipzµva yza nq apxaz6irrreq <nTJV 
ElMoa IWl -ra ,cpana µovaeia (Athens: Errnis 1977), pp. 23-5. 
41 Seferis, Mepeq 1(1934-1940) (Athens: Ikaros 1977), p.148. 
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"'Eva cimtpo 6,')..,oyo" ). 42 This dimension is confirmed in the poem 
"l:uvexew": the very words which describe the discovered 
statues, 1eopi-rm and 6.yye')..,or,,, echo the words of General Makry
giannis "µta yuvai1ea lCt eva l3amA.01touAO", for whom Greeks 
should fight;43 they also recall the terms used by the Aa6<; in 
Politis's Ilapao6<Yeiq to refer to ancient statues.44 They reveal 
both the naivety of the speakers - perceived as a quality here -
and, devoid as they are of ideological constraints and the burden 
of a nationalistic discourse on ancestors, their ability to experi
ence the unity of tradition, the undisturbed continuity between 
past and present. This continuity is confirmed in "l:uvexeta" in 
the domain of the natural environment which assimilates and 
recreates what has been lost through the centuries: the leaves of 
the palm-tree are the wings that transform the ancient statue 
into an angel. It is also confirmed in the domain of religion, if one 
considers the confusion around the iconographical identity of the 
statue: what used to be the statue of a youth is perceived in the 
modem set of values as an angel. Such a nai:ve confusion is not 
unique. At the beginning of the twentieth century, one of Ritsos's 
"fathers", Kostis Palamas, attempts a similar representation of 
the survival of the ancient world into the modem. The grave 
stele of Dexileos, in the ancient cemetery of Kerameikos, is inter
preted by a mother and her child as a depiction of Saint 
Dimitrios.45 

* * * 

42 See in N.G. Politis, Melbai trepi wv {3iov K:m trJq yla5<YaTJ{; wv e,U17-
viTC01.1 .wov. Ilapa&foeiq (Athens: Sakellariou 1904), eh. 7 "Apxaia 1C'tipta 
1Cat µcipf.Lapa" and eh. 21 "l:'totXetci 1Cat crwtxeuoµevot tc:\1tot". 
43 Reported by Seferis in "'Evac; 'E'.AA11vac; - o Ma1CpuytciVV11c;", Aonµfq, A, 
5th ed. (Athens: Ikaros 1992), pp. 228-63 (p. 240). 
44 The Karyatids, for example, are referred to as "ot 1Copmc; tou Kcicrtpou" 
in tale no. 136. See Politis, Ilapao6aeiq, p. 72. 
45 "- I1ot0c; eivat am:c:\c;, 1tatoa1Ct µou; - Mavvovw, o 'A11 Ll'l1µ11tPTtc;, - / K' 
dcrouv ecrv, &l;i'.Aee, '.Ael3evt11 1Cajkt'.AMp11./ Uf!Opavto acr1tpOAOVA.O'\lOO t11c; 
a011vaiac; TexV11c;!" This is voice 53 from "Emtc:\ q,oovec;" in H aCYaASV'X'T] t;corj 
(1904). See 'A.iravra, III (Athens: Biris n.d.), p.160. 
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To conclude: statues and stones in the poetry of Seferis and Ritsos 
dramatize the relation of the modem Greek to the ancient 
tradition. In the case of Seferis it is a negative one, because the 
experience of war, and particularly the Asia Minor Disaster, no 
longer allows unconstrained and effortless communication with 
the past. What is more, another alienating factor associated 
exclusively with Seferis's experience of Greece, is the blind 
veneration of the ancestors which created a national rhetoric 
that subverted the aesthetic values of the statues and prevented 
the modem poets from finding their own voice. What caused a 
radical change in Seferis's attitude towards sculpture is his 
visits to Ephesus and Cyprus, after which he will use the symbol 
of the statue in a positive way, comparable to what we have 
seen in the poetry of Ritsos. Cyprus offered Seferis a different 
outlook on ancient Greek tradition which turned the (poetic) 
landscape into a fertile one, human society into an organic entity, 
and gave the statues the aesthetic qualities required by their 
etymology. This shift is achieved among other things thanks to 
Seferis's acquaintance with the people of Cyprus. It is not acci
dental that the popular wisdom of Makrygiannis is heard along 
with the voices of Aeschylus or Heraclitus. Similarly, it is not 
accidental that for the first time in his poetry Seferis defines his 
art as craftsmanship, comparing it to the old local folk practice 
of decorating a 1CoA.6ica. 46 

The wound of the Helladic experience which accompanies 
Seferis from Mythistorema up to Hµepo16yw Karampmµaro; I' 
(Logbook III) does not seem to have affected Ritsos. One import
ant reason for that must have been his ideological orientation. 
As Beaton notes, while other poets of the Generation of the '30s 
struggled to cope with the chaos that followed Asia Minor by 
attempting to build a new conceptual order which would replace 
the Great Idea, those committed to the Left already possessed 
such a framework against which to interpret the world around 
them. 47 Ritsos' s pessimism of the early years is related to the 
drama of a fallen bourgeoisie to which he himself belonged and 

46 In the poem" Ae1ti-oµipe1e<; O-TIJV K mtpo" (1955). See Seferis, Iloirjµaw 
(Athens: Ikaros 1989), p.235. 
47 R. Beaton, An Introduction to Modern Greek Literature (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press 1994), p.131. 
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was not connected at all with "the burden of the past". It is not 
surprising, then, that we do not find many references to statues in 
the years before the early '50s. 

As I have argued in this paper, it is Ritsos's own experience 
of the Greek landscape - either in exile or during his travels - as 
well as his response to Seferis, that brings on stage statues, 
stones, and, in other poems, ancient temples and archaeological 
sites. The island of Samos must have exerted on him an influence 
comparable to that of Cyprus on Seferis. Its landscape offered a 
different perspective on the Greek tradition (cf. "Tipo01tn1Cti''), 
defined mainly by the beauty of nature, the friendliness and 
simplicity of its people, and the abundance of archaeological 
relics. And I believe that the affinity with the people is some
thing Ritsos, as a Marxist poet, feels that he possesses almost by 
definition. In any case, Greek tradition in the poems discussed is 
devoid of the nationalistic propaganda of the years of exile 
(especially Makronissos) or of the learned outlook of a scholar 
working in the library. 

It is worth noting that it is precisely the ideological exploit
ation of the ancestors that will mark a shift in Ritsos's handling 
of sculpture after 1967. Sculptural imagery, and above all the 
symbol of the statue, will be used again then, only to underline 
the nightmarish experience of dictatorship and the growing 
existential preoccupations of the poet. 

King's College London 


